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Hello, Rob here! 
 
If people don't open your emails then it doesn't matter how good 
your products, website, email copy or affiliate promotion presells 
are, you simply won't make money! 
 
The single biggest factor which determines how many people 
open your emails is of course, the subject line. 
 
With this in mind I thought it would be useful and fun to look at the 
subject lines I've used for my internet marketing lists over the past 12 months. 
 
In this report you have a list of pretty much all the emails I have sent along with the open rates (the 
percentage of people who received the emails who actually opened them). 
 
Please feel free to steal them and use them as they are or modify them in any way you wish for your 
own niche and email marketing.  
 
Some of them will make excellent titles for blog posts too  
 
What if you haven't got a list yet? 
In this case it's highly likely you'll still be setting up your autoresponder emails (i.e. the ones that get 
sent out automatically) in which case you can still use these to increase open rates and get more eyes on 
your content and promotions! 
 
Here's the setup… 
 
Below, you'll see a simple table of the subject lines and the percentage open rates.  
 
Bear in mind that these were all used for my lists in the internet marketing niche where typically the 
open rates are lower than other niches.  
 
Still the average of these is well above industry levels for this market and of course that's because: 
 
(1) I have a lot of buyers on my lists. 
 
(2) I work hard to maintain and build rapport with my customers and subscribers.  
 



As you know, you can learn how to do both of these things in virtually any niche using the training in the 
Gain Higher Ground Members area (and forum). 
 
Secondly, below the table you'll see a little bit of "commentary" on a small selection of the emails I sent.  
 
In particular, I walk you through some of the best open rates and click through rates. 
 
I hope that will help you to understand why they worked so well and how you can replicate those same 
techniques in your own marketing. 
 
That's pretty much it so as I mentioned, first of all, here's the table: 
 
 

Open Rate (%) Subject Line 

22 The best website I've EVER seen? (and a TRAFFIC lesson)... 

22 OptimizePress 2.0 - Why I DON'T like it and am not recommending it 

22 [PDF] 22 Fabulous Web Tools For 2014 

21 A dull "THUD" & how I BANNED my top affiliate...  

20 [SCREENSHOT] SpyBar UPGRADE...  

19 [PDF] Download my Traffic Blueprint For 2014  

18 This is brilliant - super competitive niche [BLOG ...  

18 10 sites to get buyer TRAFFIC (just like a pig farmer does...) 

18 5 money making strategies PDF (no charge, no optin ...  

18 10 Second Trick: Find stacks of membership sites in weird niches… 

17 My weekend NLP training (BLOG)  

17 Yesterday's live recording (and an apology...)  

17 My toolbox and some traffic test results for you.. ...  

17 Can we meet in London in mid-October?  

17 No brainer Friday?  

17 Analyze any website in 1 SECOND...  

17 Please write down these 5 things....  

17 Big lesson from my 4 day weekend... [PIC] 

17 System Reboot (and some holiday PHOTOS)  

17 Very useful tool I'm using (costs nothing)  

16 BRILLIANT graphics tool (doesn't cost a penny)  

16 3.7m dollars for free information? Customer email and my reply 

16 I've moved… 

16 Your PDF (direct link inside) - don't miss this...  

16 One more time (for the LAST time)  

16 Speak with me 1-on-1? 

16 Did you get on this over the weekend?  

16 Really not seen anything like this before (VERY clever) 

16 My "working" weekend... (bit random this email)  

15 How I was damaged by 13,849 visitors to my site...  



15 A very exciting opportunity 

15 Quicky on TRAFFIC before the weekend...  

15 Do you remember this? I am impressed...  

15 Canned responses & top secret shortcuts  

15 My weekend away (PICS)  

14 Royal Babies, TV News and Information...  

14 Traffic strategies from this STUNNING website...  

14 Suspicious fish and LOTS going on...  

14 Passive Income LIVE Tomorrow...  

13 [PDF] Traffic Blueprint For 2014 - No charge, No o ...  

13 Spring update from the streets of London [VIDEO]  

13 UPDATE on what we've been up to… 

13 polite reminder… 

13 Before I go away....  

13 List building Q&A [BLOG]  

13 I show you inside my Google Analytics account...  

13 Me in a cave [PICS] and 2 crucial rules  

12 8 list building and traffic strategies (don't miss this…) 

11 Check out my revealing split testing results... (BLOG POST) 

11 A flash of nostalgia (Don't miss this) 

7 Is This The Best Business Model Online? 

6 UPDATE video...  

5 Fantastic easy way to build trust...  
  
 
...and here's the "commentary" for selected subject lines and body copy that I used…. 
 
 
 

Great Open Rate Examples 

 

Example 1 
Subject Line: The best website I've EVER seen? (and a TRAFFIC lesson)... 
Open Rate: 22% 
 
Comments: This combines curiosity with a very popular subject (traffic). Also saying "the best website" 
reinforces the curiosity which also invites the reader to judge whether I'm right or not.  
 
(If you are curious and don't already know the website is this: http://htwins.net/scale2/) 
 
 

Example 2 

Subject Line: OptimizePress 2.0 - Why I DON'T like it and am not recommending it 
Open Rate: 22% 

http://htwins.net/scale2/


 
Comments: This combines a topical subject (when I sent this email a lot of people were talking about 
the launch of OptimizePress 2.0), controversy (because I'm saying I don't like it) and of course curiosity 
(the reader gets the urge to open the email to find out why don't like OptimizePress 2.0) 
 
 

Example 3 

Subject Line: [PDF] 22 Fabulous Web Tools For 2014 
Open Rate: 22% 
 
Comments: This subject line worked well for 2 reasons.  
 
Firstly, it mentioned "tools" and people love tools (honestly, it really doesn't matter what niche, people 
just love them!).  
 
Secondly, the use of "[PDF]" because PDFs tend to always increase the perceived value in an offering.  
 
This is a big takeaway that you can use in any niche. So instead of writing a blog post or long email think 
about whether the content is suitable for putting into a PDF and providing a link for people to download. 
It builds massive trust and few very marketers bother to do it so it's a great way of standing out too. 
 
 

Example 4 

Subject Line: A dull "THUD" & how I BANNED my top affiliate... 
Open Rate: 21% 
 
Comments: I suppose you can think of this one as using a combination of "weird" and "scandal"! 
 
Weird because the words 'A dull "THUD"' sounds, well, weird and scandal because the fact that I had to 
ban an affiliate sounds like there has been something underhand going on which in turn generates 
curiosity and a sense of gossip which, as everybody knows, most of us just can't resist! 
 
 

Example 5 

Subject Line: [SCREENSHOT] SpyBar UPGRADE... 
Open Rate: 20% 
 
Comments: The main point here is the use of capitalization (which generate works very well) and also 
the "[SCREENSHOT]" which implies there is an image inside. Variations like "[PIC]", "[PHOTO]" and so on 
are really effective too.  
 
People love images and know that it only takes 2 seconds of their time to look at one - hence people 
click to see. 
 
 

Example 6 

Subject Line: 10 Second Trick: Find stacks of membership sites in weird niches… 



Open Rate: 18% 
 
Comments: Who doesn't want to learn a 10 second trick?  
 
Anytime you can share something simple and easy with your audience (especially if it involves a free tool 
like this did, cbengine.com) then do it!  
 
In addition, it's linked with a popular subject, namely membership sites. 
 
 

Example 7 

Subject Line: 10 sites to get buyer TRAFFIC (just like a pig farmer does...) 
Open Rate: 18% 
 
Comments: This one involves a popular subject (traffic) with a little "twist". 
 
The twist is essentially an analogy (the pig farmer) which generates double curiosity about what the 10 
sites are and why the strategy is similar to that of a farmer. Gotta click to see! 
 
 
 
 

High Click Through Rate Examples 
 
This report is mainly about subject lines but I thought it would be useful to include some brief examples 
of the body copy I have used as well. 
 
The following examples are the emails I sent which achieved the highest percentage of click throughs. 
 
In other words, the subject lines weren't necessarily the best ones (although some are pretty good) but 
the number people who clicked on the link in the body of the email as a percentage of the number of 
opens was very high. 
 
So in other words (again!) these emails have very effective body copy. 
 
I hope that makes sense?! 
 
No individual commentary with these because I want to encourage you to study the elements I used 
with them (sometimes that's the best way to learn).  
 
However, I will say that they generally feature a very effective structure which is: 
 
1) A personal intro (something trivial about me or what I've up to) - don't underestimate this! 
 
2) A call to action (e.g., Click HERE Now)  
 



3) A reason why people should click. More generally giving people a "reason why" in your marketing 
whether it's on your blog, in a pitch for a product or on a sales or squeeze page is usually extremely 
effective. 
 
If you give these some thought it should help you a lot writing your own email copy! 
 
 

Example 1 

Subject Line: BRILLIANT graphics tool (doesn't cost a penny)  
Open Rate: 16%, Click Rate 11% (68.7% of people who opened this clicked through) 
 
Body Copy:  
Hi Rob Cornish here, I hope you are having a great week? 
 
I've been working hard at my HQ here in London. I seem to have so many projects on the go at the 
moment: software, paid traffic, different niches, plus helping mentorees with their businesses as well.  
 
It's all great stuff though and it's times like these I'm really thankful I can choose when I work and design 
my day how I wish. 
 
Now, I just published something that I want you to see: 
 
Click HERE Now 
 
There's nothing to buy here and actually it could potentially save you a LOT of money as it's a no-cost, 
online alternative to the very expensive Photoshop graphics software. 
 
That's all for today, let me know what you think on the blog ok? 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Rob. 
 
P.S. Don't miss this, check it out now: Click Here Now 
 
 
 

Example 2 

Subject Line: The best website I've EVER seen? (and a TRAFFIC lesson)... 
Open Rate: 22%, Click Rate 14% (63.4% of people who opened this clicked through) 
 
Body Copy:  
Last night after dinner I was sat on the sofa watching TV and a website was mentioned which is the best 
thing I've seen for years! 
 
Find out what it is on my blog... 
 



Kind regards, 
 
Rob. 
 
P.S. It costs nothing and depending upon your interests this could quite possibly waste hours of your 
time! Click HERE to see. 
 

 

Example 3 

Subject Line: This is brilliant - super competitive niche [BLOG] 
Open Rate: 18%, Click Rate 11% (61% of people who opened this clicked through) 
 
Body Copy: 
Hello Rob Cornish here and I'm just finishing up a few little tasks in my web-business before heading off 
to a marketing meeting later today. I'll probably arrive pretty sweaty as it's another hot day here in 
London! 
 
Before I leave I wanted to let you know about this - a brand new post on the blog: 
 
Click HERE Now 
 
Nothing to buy here but I just wanted to let you know about this as it's quite possibly the best marketing 
I've ever seen online (in a super competitive niche as well!). 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Rob. 
 
P.S. Don't miss this - it's really quite revealing ;-) Click here to see what I mean 


